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1. Intro

Since the creation of blockchain in 2008, cryptocurrencies have gained popularity and broke
through to the mainstream giving millions around the world the ability to exchange value outside
common monetary systems. In 2011, the idea of XRPL has materialised and lead to launching a
ledger in 2012. XRLP has a native currency, XRP, which is built for payments and bridges between
world currencies. But XRPL is not only blockchain focused recently the developer team has
proposed changes to XRPL XLS-20d which will allow non-fungible token support. NFT’s taking
world of crypto by storm, proposed changes to XRPL will open huge market for NFT related
products. And this is where XDUDE coin journey starts.
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2. XDUDE Ltd.

We have founded XDUDE Ltd. to legalise our operation in UK, it’s one of many steps we’re taking
to ensure our community that we are committed to the project, especially in a time where many
scammers take advantage of the huge interest which came along with the Ripple announcement
to support and release grants for NFT developments related to XRPL. XDude is a XRPL token,
giving anyone who obtains such a token the ability to mint a unique NFT once it’s supported on the
ledger. Each NFT is crafted manually by a freelancer we have chosen, this ensures good quality of
work and it is making our NFT art vision a reality.

3. xDude token

We see beyond the initial minting process, our project leaders want to ensure that the xDude
token will be utilised in the future – this can be achieved by creating our own NFT market place
where users will be able to buy/sell NFT’s using xDude tokens, alongside XRP. This will ensure
that our token value will grow with time. To accommodate the need of token in secondary NFT
markets, we will secure 15% of all tokens which will be released once the initial NFTs are minted
and redeemed by holders. Our aim is to create custom XDUDE NFT collections which will be
released to our NFT market place. Collectors will be rewarded with discounts if they choose
payment using xDude token over XRP. This will provide future use of xDude token. Currently, it is
not permitted to utilise XRPL escrow functionality on custom XRPL tokens, hence we propose to
move 15% of supply to a separate wallet and ask the community to monitor it and ensure any
movement will be reported within our community straight away. Transparency is the key for us.
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4. xDUDE tokenomics
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Giveaways

5. Project leaders

This project has been initiated by the two co-founders, Damian Rompkowski and Marco DaSilva
both running XDUDE Ltd. company operations. These co-founders have managed and delivered
successful projects in the past via G-Lok Systems Ltd. Their flagship product being the GPS
tracker utilising 0g and the Sigfox IoT network as a backhaul. Using IoT ultra low power solutions
during product design allowed GLOKE tracker to be a self-efficient, 100% solar
power/environmentally friendly fully operational GPS tracker. The product is currently utilised
by a few of the transport industry’s leaders. This should fully demonstrate the capabilities on
delivering complicated cutting edge technologies to the market.
As our combined experience in the vast world of IT is over 35 years’ worth, we both have strong
skills from specifications to design and implementation of an IT System. Each of us have specific
and unique skills which combine together make a perfect set of tools for the projects we run.
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·

DB integration

·

EDI integration

·

Software implementations

·

Software Development

·

IoT Solutions

·

Network Integration and Implementation

·

And many more skills

6. Roadmap
Q4 2021

xDude token going live

Official Twitter account and Discord server launch

Website launch www.xdude.live

Airdrop to all trustlines created by 12:00 12/10/21 GTM

Hire of art freelancer to create unique NFT’s

Social media NFT art samples launch

Community vote on 20% supply burn

1st NFT designs collection release

Building NFT designs gallery – preview on xDude.live

Applying for Ripple NFT related grant

Hire of dev team familiar with XRPL ledger

Start development on setting up market place for our NFT’s

Start development on mint process compatible with XLS-20 proposal

Community vote on 2nd AD / few options will be given to community

POC of NFT on current ledger auction for charity – we hope to involve one of well-known YT influencers who
are involved in lots of charity events (*we will replicate winners NFT on XLS-20 once changes are
implemented)
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Q1 2022

Completion of development on mint process compatible with XLS-20 proposal

xDude Market Place go live

7. Legal disclaimer

XDUDE white paper is for informational purposes only. This document is a marketing document
and not intended to be legally binding. Its purpose is limited to providing relevant information in
order to determine the project’s parameters and its future objectives. XDUDE Ltd. reserve rights
to change and/or alteration to any information within this document. Please take under
consideration that crypto market is in majority unregulated which pose a risk to any crypto
related investment. Potential holders of the xDude token must understand and acknowledge the
risks associated with blockchain technology. It is highly recommended that before purchasing
potential buyers should perform an analysis prior to buying any token including xDude token.
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